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I. Introduction
The following is a risk assessment of a piece of fence surrounding the Raptor roller coaster at Cedar
Point Fair Park in Sandusky, Ohio. This risk assessment begins by stating the purpose, and then the scope
of the report. Then, the risk assessment approach and system characterization are outlined. A threat
statement is then presented, followed by the risk assessment results. Multiple appendices are included
to support findings throughout the assessment.

A) Purpose
The location of this risk assessment is a piece of fence surrounding the Raptor roller
coaster at Cedar Point Fair Park in Sandusky, Ohio. This is a large roller coaster located in the
southern area of the park (“Raptor”, n.d.).
This risk assessment is important because there is already a history of security incidents
(CNN). This park has over 3 million guests per summer season (“Hours & Directions”, n.d.),
therefore safety of guests is necessary.
The point of view of this assessment is a park guest. While roaming the park, park
patrons’ major concern is physical safety. They are concerned with the safety of themselves and
that of others, so they expect that rides will have proper security and be properly inspected.
This risk assessment is being performed for the benefit of the Chief Operating Officer of
Cedar Fair Entertainment Company, Richard A. Zimmerman, and his team.

B) Scope of the Risk Assessment
The scope of this risk assessment is limited to the physical safety of park patrons while
in the close vicinity of the piece of fence surrounding the Raptor roller coaster. These risks are
associated with patrons moving past the piece of fence and breaching the roller coaster’s
perimeter. Please note that the scope of this risk assessment includes only operational risks. The
product market, financial, legal, input, tax, and regulatory risks will be beyond the scope of this
risk assessment.
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II. Risk Assessment Approach
A. Student Biographies
The research assessment team consists of two members:
Tim Flynn is a senior at the Pennsylvania State University majoring in both Information
Sciences and Technology and Security and Risk Analysis. He has had internship experience at
DICK’S Sporting Goods, C&G Tours, Inc., and Penn State University Information and Technology
Services.
Sam Small is a Senior in the College of IST at Penn State University. She is studying for a
Bachelor of Science in Security and Risk Analysis, a Bachelor of Arts in Music, and a minor in
International Studies. She has had internship experience with PricewaterhouseCoopers,
American Express, the New York County District Attorney’s Office, the Westport CT Police
Department, and the Easton CT Police Department.
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B. Hazard Identification Approach
Hazard identification was accomplished by a three-part approach. The three parts
involved in this approach were literature review, structured analytics, and a virtual site visit.
Many different topics were included in the literature review. One of these topics was the roller
coaster itself. This included specific facts, such as the duration of ride, which is two minutes, and
the maximum speed of the coaster, which is 57 miles per hour (Raptor, 2015). Another topic
included was a past incident involving this roller coaster, where a man was killed after hopping
the fence to retrieve his cell phone (Botelho, 2015). This also included information regarding
general amusement park safety concerns (Martinez, 2014).
A structured analytic report was performed in order to conceive a comprehensive list of
all possible risks relating to the piece of fence near the roller coaster. The authors used
brainstorming techniques to accomplish this. There are two types of thinking involved in
brainstorming: divergent and convergent. In divergent thinking, the authors wrote down every
possible idea, regardless of validity. In convergent thinking, they then took these ideas and
organized them into realistic categories. The results of this analytical thinking can be seen in
Appendix B.
The third and final step in hazard identification was a site visit. Since the authors were
unable to visit the site in person, they performed a virtual site visit. This involved viewing
pictures of the fence surrounding the Raptor roller coaster. Figure 1 shows the piece of this
fence that this assessment focuses on.

Figure 1: Section of Fence Surrounding Raptor Roller Coaster (Raptor, 2015, Web)
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C. Risk Matrix
Figure 2 is the risk matrix that will be used throughout this risk assessment. It
establishes risks associated with various levels of probability and impact. There is a numerical
value associated with those levels of probability and impact. The higher the cumulative number
is, the more risk that is involved. Colors also correspond with the cumulative number and overall
risk.
Yellow boxes indicate a relatively low risk. An example of this would be torn clothing on
a sharp piece of the fence. This has a medium probability, and a low impact. Orange boxes
indicate a relatively moderate risk. An example of this would be a skin burn on a hot piece of
fence. This has a medium probability, and a medium impact. Red boxes have a relatively high
risk. An example of this would be a patron breaching the perimeter and entering the roller
coaster’s path. This has a high probability, and a high impact.

Risk Matrix
Likelihood

Impact

Very Low (1)

Relatively Low (2)

Moderate (3)

Relatively High (4)

Very High (5)

Very Low (1)

1x1=1

2x1=2

3x1=3

4x1=4

5x1=5

Relatively Low (2)

1x2=2

2x2=4

3x2=6

4x2=8

5 x 2 = 10

Moderate (3)

1x3=3

2x3=6

3x3=9

4 x 3 = 12

5 x 3 = 15

Relatively High (4)

1x4=4

2x4=8

3 x 4 = 12

4 x 4 = 16

5 x 4 = 20

Very High (5)

1x5=5

2 x 5 = 10

3 x 5 = 15

4 x 5 = 20

5 x 5 = 25

Risk Scale
0-4

Low Risk

5-9

Medium Risk

10 - 25

High Risk
Figure 2: Risk Matrix and Scale
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III. System Characterization
This assessment focuses on the risk presented by the fence surrounding the Raptor roller
coaster at Cedar Point in Sandusky, Ohio. The input of this system in patrons entering the park. The
process of being in the park involves patrons walking on sidewalks near the fence surrounding Raptor
that prevent them from accessing dangerous areas. While the patrons are in the park, they are
vulnerable to physical harm if they disobey warning signs or the fence falls onto them, property damage
if they get caught in the fence, or environmental damage if strong winds or lightning cause the fence
itself to become dangerous. The output will consist mostly of patrons who safely leave the park
unaffected by the fence, however in some cases patrons can be harmed by the fence or by the
dangerous area it is protecting. This entire process can be seen below in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Input-Process-Output Diagram
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IV. Threat Statement
A threat is an entity that is capable of exploiting a vulnerability (“Guide for conducting risk
assessments”, 2012). There are three types of threats: natural threats, pertaining to natural disasters
and weather; human threats, pertaining to human actions; and environmental/system threats,
pertaining to long-term environmental and technological failures (“Guide for conducting risk
assessments”, 2012).
The threats being considered within the scope of this risk assessment are human threats. These
threats include deliberate and accidental actions by unauthorized personnel. Unauthorized personnel
would be Cedar Point patrons attempting to breach the perimeter of the roller coaster.
The key distinction between threats to park patrons is the state of mind and intent of the
individual. Three realistic threats are as follows: a deliberate patron, an incapacitated patron, and an
accidental patron. A deliberate patron would be a patron who is in a clear state of mind, and has a
desire to breach the perimeter. This patron would have the capacity to make a coherent plan to breach
the perimeter, and is the most dangerous patron in regards to risks. An incapacitated patron would be a
patron whose decision making and rational thinking is impaired, most likely by alcohol or narcotics. This
patron may not think through a plan to breach the perimeter, but is still a significant threat. An
accidental patron is a patron who may not have any intention of breaching the perimeter, but trips or is
pushed over the fence. This scenario is not as likely as the others, but still a possibility. See Appendix C
for a summarized table of threats.

V. Risk Assessment Results
An extensive list of risks associated with the piece of fence surrounding the Raptor roller coaster in
Cedar Park was compiled. This list was developed in response to literature evidence and structured
analytic evidence. The following is a list of the three possible risk scenarios:
1. Patron climbs over fence into restricted area
2. Patron enters restricted area through insecure gate
3. Patron burrows or crawls underneath the fence into restricted area

A. Vulnerability Analysis
The threat being considered within the scope of this risk assessment is a breach in perimeter at
the piece of fence in question. A vulnerability is a weakness that, when met with a threat, could
cause a negative event to occur (“Guide for conducting risk assessments”, 2012). In this risk
assessment, vulnerabilities are associated with the security of the piece of fence, and the different
ways that actors can bypass these securities.
There are three different vulnerabilities being considered within this scope. The first
vulnerability is if a patron climbs over the fence into the restricted area. The second vulnerability is if
a patron enters the restricted area through an insecure gate. The third vulnerability is if a patron
burrows or crawls underneath the fence into the restricted area. The source of all of these
vulnerabilities is the park patron, and the vulnerability-action is the patron trespassing and
breaching the fence perimeter. See Appendix D for a summarized table of vulnerabilities.
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B. Existing Risk Controls
There are few risk controls that are currently in place to prevent breach of the fence perimeter.
One of these controls is a sign that reads, “Do Not Enter.” A second risk control in place is a padlock
on the fence’s gate. Surrounding park security personnel could be considered a third risk control in
place; however, it is unclear whether security personnel are frequently located in that area of Cedar
Point. See Appendix E for pictorial evidence of these existing risk controls.

C. Risk Scenario Likelihood: Discussion and Evaluation
Each individual vulnerability will have a corresponding likelihood assigned to it. Likelihood
describes the probability of a given vulnerability being exploited in our scenario. Appendix F details
these vulnerabilities and describes their likelihoods on a five-point scale with one being low
likelihood and five being high likelihood.
The likelihood of a patron climbing over the fence into the restricted area is relatively low,
ranging from 11% to 25%, but should not be ignored. This type of event has occurred in the past
and is still a very real possibility when considering the security of restricted areas. This vulnerability
is rated as a two on the five-point scale meaning it is of relatively low likelihood.
The likelihood of a patron entering an unsecured or poorly secured gate into a restricted area is
moderate, ranging from 26% to 50%. It is possible that gates have been left open by park staff, or
they are equipped with locks that are easily picked or cracked. This vulnerability is rated as a three
meaning that it is moderately likely to happen.
The likelihood of patron crawling or burrowing under the fence is very low, ranging from 0% to
10%. As long as fences are maintained properly, this vulnerability should be relatively easy to
manage as going under a fence is likely to take time and be quite obvious. This vulnerability is rated
as a one on the five-point scale meaning it is unlikely to happen.

D. Risk Scenario Impact: Discussion and Evaluation
In addition to likelihood, each individual vulnerability will have an associated impact. The impact
describes how much harm a vulnerability will cause to the asset in question if it is exploited. In
Appendix G, the impact of each vulnerability is assessed on a scale of one to five, with one being low
impact and five being high impact.
The impact of all the vulnerabilities is the same in that a park guest enters a restricted area of
the park. These restricted areas can be very dangerous and trespassing in them can have lethal
consequences. The impact of all of the vulnerabilities therefore are ranked the same as a five. This
high rating signifies how dangerous it is to be in restricted areas and how high of an impact this can
have.
The vulnerabilities dealing with lock picking and burrowing under the fences also present the
opportunity for property damage, but this does not make their impact any higher because the death
of park guests trumps any property damage. However, when implementing risk controls, a
secondary goal might be to prevent property damage in order to save the park money.

E. Risk Rating
By combining the impact and likeliness of a vulnerability being exploited it is possible to
calculate a risk rating for each scenario. The risk ratings range in value from 1 to 25, with the lowest
numbers representing an unlikely, low impact event and the highest numbers representing a highly
likely, high impact event. Appendix H shows the risk matrix that was used to calculate the risk
ratings for each of the scenarios. The risk ratings (ranked from highest to lowest risk rating) are
listed in Appendix I.
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The highest risk rating was associated with park patrons entering through an unsecured or
poorly secured gate. This vulnerability received a risk rating of 15, which falls into our “high risk”
category as defined in Appendix H.
The next highest risk rating was calculated for a patron climbing over the fence and entering the
restricted area. This vulnerability received a risk rating of 10, which also falls into the “high risk”
category as defined in the risk matrix.
The third highest risk rating was attributed to a patron going under the fence. This scenario is
relatively unlikely to happen and received a score of 5, putting it in the bottom section of our
“medium risk” category in the risk matrix.

F. Recommended Treatments/Controls
In order to reduce risk, it is important to put risk treatments in place. Risk treatments aim to
reduce either the risk likelihood, risk impact, or both. By doing this, the overall risk of the system
can be reduced and the assets in question can be considered safer. It is important to note that no
amount of risk treatment will remove all risk, as some residual risk will always be left over. When
implementing treatments, the amount of risk an organization is willing to accept is also important.
As an amusement park, Cedar Point makes money on providing thrills to their customers, but it
is very important to their business that their patrons are never in any real danger. For this reason,
the risk appetite of Cedar Point is low, and they should take any measures possible to keep their
patrons safe. By providing a safe, but thrilling environment Cedar Point can maintain their
reputation as one of the nation’s top amusement parks. Details regarding the implementation of
these risk treatments are defined in Appendix J and in the text below.
The main treatment recommended to the park is to build a more substantial fence that is not so
easy to climb or burrow under. The fence could be build higher and deeper, made of a different
material, or lined with barbed wire, or another type of physical barrier. This would help to reduce
the likelihood of a patron climbing the fence or crawling under it, and ultimately entering into the
very dangerous restricted areas they protect. By building a more secure fence, the likelihood of this
vulnerability being exploited could be decreased, which could decrease the overall risk rating as
well.
Another treatment recommended for Cedar Point is better signage regarding the danger of
restricted areas. By informing patrons of the risk associated with climbing the fence and accessing
dangerous areas, the park can hopefully reduce the likelihood of this vulnerability being exploited.
In addition to the previously defined treatments, the park could increase the security of locking
mechanisms used on the fences to make them more difficult to compromise. This could involve
more advanced locks, or possible two factor systems to open gates that lead to particularly
dangerous sections of the park. This would once again lower the likelihood that someone enters the
restricted area, ultimately reducing the risk score of this vulnerability.
A final control that could be put in place in increased park security personnel. By increasing the
number of security guards and employees near dangerous areas of the park, patrons could be
stopped before they try to enter into restricted areas. This would reduce the likelihood that a guest
is successfully able to enter a restricted area and thus reduce the risk score.
By implementing these risk treatments, Cedar Point could greatly reduce the likelihood of
patrons circumventing their fence and entering into restricted areas of the park. The impact of
these breaches is likely still going to be very high due to the nature of amusement park rides, but by
reducing the likelihood the occurrence of these exploits can be reduced and hopefully eliminated.
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VI. Summary
This risk assessment identifies and discusses three different risk scenarios that correspond to a
piece of fence near the Raptor roller coaster at Cedar Point in Sandusky, Ohio. These scenarios
include park guests climbing over fences, crawling under fences, and entering through unsecured
gates into restricted areas. The most prominent of these scenarios is guests entering unrestricted
areas through unsecured gates. The most effective risk control for this scenario would be to install a
more substantial fence to prevent an unsafe breach of perimeter.
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Appendix A: Literature Evidence
The following sources provide background information on the location at Cedar Point as well as
information about amusement park ride safety. They give details relating to both topics and provide
context to the risk assessment.

https://www.cedarpoint.com/rides/Roller-Coasters/Raptor
This page provides details about Raptor, including the fact that it is classified as a Class 5 Aggressive
Thrill coaster. It also includes a video of the ride that shows how close the ride gets to the ground and
how dangerous the restricted areas can be due to this fact.

http://www.iaapa.org/safety-and-advocacy/safety/amusement-ride-safety/regulationsstandards
The International Association of Amusement Parks and Attractions (IAAPA) provides any overview
of regulations in different parts of the world. In the United States, 44 of 50 states have official
regulations on amusement park safety.

http://www.in.gov/dhs/files/General_Amusement_Ride_Safety_Tips.pdf
The state of Indiana provides specific tips on how to stay safe while riding amusement park rides.
This publication is aimed at park guests, but also includes important information for park employees and
management.
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Appendix B: Structured Analytic Evidence
Structured Analytic Techniques were used to determine various risks associated with the piece of
fence surrounding the Raptor roller coaster in question. The process of compiling this list involved the
authors using brainstorming techniques. They first established divergent results, and then compiled
them into convergent results. Their results are below and on the next page:
Fence Piece Hazards
Divergent Results



















Impale
Falls on person
Ripped clothing
Drop personal electronics
Drop glasses
Smash watch
Perimeter breach
Skin abrasion
Lightning strike
Head stuck in fence
Body extremity entangled in fence
Infection from rusted area
Burn from heated metal
Burn from cooled metal
Tongue stuck to cooled fence
Shrapnel debri from strong winds
Flooding
Earthquake

Convergent Results
1. Physical harm
 Impale
 Falls on person
 Skin abrasion
 Head stuck in fence
 Body extremity entangled in fence
 Infection from rusted area
 Burn from heated metal
 Burn from cooled metal
 Tongue stuck to cooled fence
2. Environmental
 Lightning strike
 Shrapnel debris from strong winds
 Flooding
 Earthquake
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Appendix B: Structured Analytic Evidence Continued
3. Property damage
 Ripped clothing
 Drop personal electronics
 Drop glasses
 Smash watch
 Perimeter breach
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Appendix C: Threat Analysis
Table 1 summarizes the threat analysis used for this risk assessment including the threat, the
motivation, and the action.
Table 1: Threat Analysis

Threat
Deliberate Patron

Motivation
Desire to breach perimeter

Incapacitated
Patron
Accidental Patron

Impaired (intoxicated) decision making
Disregard for surroundings; uncontrollable
external forces

Action
Patron breaches fence
perimeter
Patron breaches fence
perimeter
Patron breaches fence
perimeter
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Appendix D: Vulnerability Analysis
Table 2 summarizes the vulnerabilities that the fence protecting the restricted area is subject to. It
also includes the source and vulnerability-actions that could occur if the vulnerabilities were to be
exploited.
Table 2: Vulnerability Analysis

Vulnerability
Patron climbs over fence into
restricted area

Source
Park
patron

Patron enters restricted area
through insecure gate
Patron burrows or crawls
underneath the fence into
restricted area

Park
patron
Park
patron

Vulnerability-Action
Patron trespassing in restricted area of park, risk of
serious injury due to climbing fence or collision with
roller coaster
Patron trespassing in restricted area of park, risk of
serious injury due to collision with roller coaster
Patron trespassing in restricted area of park, risk of
serious injury due to crawling under fence or collision
with roller coaster
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Appendix E: Existing Risk Controls
Figure 1 shows the existing risk control that has been put in place by Cedar Point to prevent patrons
from entering the restricted area. The fencing is relatively low and is easily climbable, making it possible
for patrons to enter into the restricted area without much difficulty.

Figure 1: Section of Fence Surrounding Raptor Roller Coaster (Raptor, 2015, Web)
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Appendix F: Risk Scenario Likelihood Scorecard
Table 3 summarizes the likelihood of each risk scenario. The likelihood is rated on a scale from one
to five corresponding to low, medium, and high risk of occurrence. Using this scale, it is possible to
quantify the likelihood of each risk scenario.
Table 3: Risk Scenario Likelihood

Risk Scenario
Patron climbs over fence into restricted area
Patron enters restricted area through insecure gate
Patron burrows or crawls underneath the fence into restricted area

Likelihood
2 (relatively low)
3 (moderate)
1 (very low)

Table 4 describes how the likelihood values used correspond to percentages. This can be used by
decision makers to easily tell how likely each of the different risk scenarios is.
Table 4: Likelihood Value Scale

Description
Very Low
Relatively Low
Moderate
Relatively High
Very High

Percentage Range
0-10%
11-25%
26-50%
51-70%
71-100%

Likelihood Value
1
2
3
4
5
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Appendix G: Risk Scenario Impact Scorecard
Table 5 summarizes the impacts associated with the different risk scenarios. Each risk scenario is
assigned an individual impact rating.
Table 5: Risk Scenario Impact Scorecard

Risk Scenario
Patron climbs over fence into restricted
area
Patron enters restricted area through
insecure gate
Patron burrows or crawls underneath
the fence into restricted area

Threat/Vulnerability
Entry into dangerous, restricted area that
could cause injury or death
Entry into dangerous, restricted area that
could cause injury or death
Entry into dangerous, restricted area that
could cause injury or death

Impact
5 (very
high)
5 (very
high)
5 (very
high)

Table 6 shows the impact value scale and how the values used correspond to different impacts.
These values range from one to five and are described in the table below.
Table 6: Impact Value Scale

Description
Minor property damage
Minor personal injury of patron(s)
Moderate injury of patron(s)
Severe injury of patrons(s)
Death(s) of patron(s)

Impact Rating
1
2
3
4
5
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Appendix H: Risk Matrix
Table 7 shows the risk matrix used to determine the risk associated with each of the risk scenarios.
This matrix is divided into different areas based on the product of their impact and likelihood. Table 8
provides a scale to explain the color coding of the matrix. This matrix is used to calculate values used in
Appendix I.
Table 7: Risk Matrix

Risk Matrix
Likelihood

Impact

Very Low (1)

Relatively Low (2)

Moderate (3)

Relatively High (4)

Very High (5)

Very Low (1)

1x1=1

2x1=2

3x1=3

4x1=4

5x1=5

Relatively Low (2)

1x2=2

2x2=4

3x2=6

4x2=8

5 x 2 = 10

Moderate (3)

1x3=3

2x3=6

3x3=9

4 x 3 = 12

5 x 3 = 15

Relatively High (4)

1x4=4

2x4=8

3 x 4 = 12

4 x 4 = 16

5 x 4 = 20

Very High (5)

1x5=5

2 x 5 = 10

3 x 5 = 15

4 x 5 = 20

5 x 5 = 25

Table 8: Risk Matrix Scale

Risk Scale
0-4

Low Risk

5-9

Medium Risk

10 - 25

High Risk
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Appendix I: Risk Rating
Table 9 shows the risk rating of each risk scenario based on likelihood (Appendix F) and impact
(Appendix G). This paired with the risk matrix (Appendix H) allows for the risk scenarios to be ranked by
their overall risk rating.
Table 9: Risk Rating

Risk Scenario
Patron enters restricted area through insecure gate

Likelihood
3 (moderate)

Patron climbs over fence into restricted area

2 (relatively
low)
1 (very low)

Patron burrows or crawls underneath the fence into
restricted area

Impact
5 (very
high)
5 (very
high)
5 (very
high)

Risk Rating
15 (high risk)
10 (high risk)
5 (moderate
risk)
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Appendix J: Safeguard Implementation
Table 10 summarizes the risk scenarios and the associated controls. The controls are broken down
into action priority, required resources, responsible party, and maintenance requirement.
Table 10: Safeguard Implementation

Risk Scenario

Risk Rating

Recommended
Control

Action
Priority

Required
Resources

Responsible
Party

Maintenance
Requirement

Patron enters
restricted
area through
insecure gate

15 (high
risk)

Secure gates
and increase
security
presence

High

Cedar
Point

Install new
locks and
staff security

Patron climbs
over fence
into restricted
area

10 (high
risk)

High

Cedar
Point

Install new,
bigger fence
and barbed
wire

Patron
burrows or
crawls
underneath
the fence into
restricted
area

5
(moderate
risk)

Build higher and
more
substantial
fence with
increase
security
safeguards
Maintain
bottom part of
fence

Locking
mechanisms,
security
guards, chains,
labor
Barbed wire,
fencing
material,
labor,
contractor

Maintenance
workers,
increased
security
personnel

Cedar
Point

Check fence
bottoms
regularly

Low
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